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1.0 INTRODUCIX)N AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 History 
Solar power has long been recognized as an 
ideal source of energy for mankind. it is naturdly 
available and plentiful. does not disturb the envi- 
ronment. e.g.. by creation of  wastes. and is itself 
free. 
About ten years ago. a way of utilizing 
solar energy to generate electricity on a 24-hour 
continuous basis was proposed by Peter Glaser of 
A. I). Little. His proposal w7as to place the solar - . - 
collectors in space. where they can collect sunlight 
continuously. can readily he ainied at the sun. and 
where very large cwllector areas w n  be obtained 
with relatively little investment in mateial 
resources. E n e r ~  collected by these solar power 
sritrllites (SPS's) woitld be tra~~smitted to Earth by 
electromagneti~ ,ncrlns. The origins1 Glawr pro- 
posal. and rnost of the subsrqucnt studies. have 
assunled tile u s  of radio frequency s! stems in the 
microwsve frt.quenc! range. Recently. the possibil- 
ity of laser br-aming has also bee11 r~.~opnized. 
The solar power satellite principle is illus- 
trated in tipurr. I. In a geostationary orbit 36.000 
brn above tlie Earth's equator. ezch SPS would be 
illuminated by sunlight over 90'; of t!ie time and 
in contirii~oi~s linc-of-sight contrict with its ground 
receiving starion. Electrical power produced on the 
satellite by photovoltaic or  heat engine conversion 
of the sunlisht woi~ld be converted to electrornag- 
netic enerpy at high efficiency. ancl formed into a 
narrow heam precisely sinied at the SPS pround 
stations. Tlic ground station receiving antennas 
would reconvert the energy into electricity for dis- 
tribution. Solar pcwer satellites are intended to 
serve as producers of baseload electricity for utility 
service. SPS's are seen not as .I si~bstitute for other 
solar energy options. b::t JS 3 conlplenirnt that 
would allow solar rner$y to more co~iiplrtely serve 
humaniry s cncrgy needs. 
Dr. Glascr's original proposal W-:IS published 
in 1968 in Science magazine. In 197 1 and 1973 a 
small contractor study tea111 was formed including 
Arthur D. Little, Grumman, Raytheon and Spec- 
trolab. This tearn was awr~rdcd ;I study contract 
Figure 1. Solar P o w  Satdlites: The Pnkiple 
through the NASA Lewis Research Center to  inves- 
tigate basic technical feasibility of the SPS concept. 
The conclusions of that study were that the system 
is technically feasible and could provide baseload 
electricity from solar powcr for use on Earth. 
Additional studies and experiments. partly funded 
by NASA over the period 1973 to 1975. estab- 
lished the feasibility of efficient enersy transmis- 
sion at microwave frequencies. In 1975 a demon- 
s t r~ t ion  conducted at JPL trinsmitted more than 
3 0  kilowatts over a distance greater than a mile 
with a reception and conversion efliciency of 81 
percent. 
In the 1975 to 1977 time period. NASA 
conducted a technical assessment of SPS and began 
inhouse studies at the Johnson and Marshall Space 
Centers. The Department of Energy conducted its 
own assessment: SPS was discussed in congressional 
hearing. These activities led to development of  an 
SPS Development and Evaluation Progiarn Plan 
jointly sponsored by DOE and NASA. The princi- 
pal niilestones irr this plan are: 
Reference System Definition Report. Oct. 1978 
(Complete) 
Preliminary Program Recommendations. May 197q 
Updated Program Recommendations. Jan. 1980 
Final Program Recommendati~ns, June 1980 
(Also during thi.: period. NASA-funded 
space transportation system studies indicated that 
the high traffic volumes required to support an SPS 
program could lead t o  cost reductions far below 
those projected for the space shuttle. The potential 
for such cost reductions was seen as significant to 
the economic practicality of SPS.) 
As 3 result, plans were for~llulated by 
NASA to conduct solar power satellite system 
defmition studies in 1977 in order tc  support the 
fust milestone of the DOEINASA evaluation plan. 
These would increase by roughly an onier of m a g  
nitude the degree of depth of  design and cost d e f ~  
nition for SPS systems. One such study was 
awarded t o  Boeing through the Johnson Space 
Center; the other study was awarded t o  Rockwell 
through the Marshall Space Flight Center. These 
studies crea trd reference system designs including 
the solar power satellites. ground receiving stations, 
space transportation systems, space construction 
systems and other support systems. The results 
indicated that SPS's could be built by the year 
2000 with a likelihood of economic benefit. The 
principal !indings of these studies might be summa- 
rized as follows: 
I .  Examination of energy conversivri options led 
t o  a preference for silicon photovoltaicx in the 
Boeing study. and gallium arsenide photovol- 
taics in the Rockwell study. (Both studies sug- 
gested thermal engine SPS designs as a hedge 
agai7i.t the possibility that expected cost 
reductions in photovoltaics mass production 
might not be achieved.) The silicon photovol- 
taic system offers less risk with a more mature 
technology hut an energy conversion system 
roughly 40 percent go re  massive tlldi galliun~ 
arsenide. 
2. Analyses c,f the power transmission system 
confurned the basic feasibility indicated by 
the earlier studies and detailed microwave link 
error analysis confirmed attainability of  ade- 
quate efficiencies. Integrated power transmis- 
sion system conceptual designs were devel- 
oped ~vnsidering RF. electrical, mechanical, 
and thermal factors. 
3. Space transportation systems were designed 
t o  accomplish the SPS transportation opera- 
tions at acceptabie cost. 
4. Space construction approaches and construc- 
tion base designs were developed for construe 
tion of 10,000 megawatt SPS's in geosynchro- 
nous orbit at a rate of approximately I per 
year. 
n i e  principal system elements from that 
study were the point of  departure for the current 
study. The preferred SPS defined by Boeing is illus- 
trated in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Reference Photovoltaic System Description 
1.2 Objectives 
The overall intent of the systems definition 
studies, past and present, may be summarized as 
fdows: 
1. Assess the technical feasibility of solar power 
satellites based on forecasts of technic. cap* 
bility in the various applicable technologies. 
Select the most appropriate technological 
paths leading to the most environmentally 
benign and economically practical systems. 
Defme the areas of high leverage research. 
2. Define the characteristics of SPS systems that 
may be derived if a development were to pro- 
ceed. Awss performance, cost. operational 
characteristics. reliability, and the suitability 
of SPS's ss power generators for typical com- 
mercial electricity grids. 
3. Assess the uncertainties inherent in the sys- 
tem characteristics forecasts, based on tech- 
nological unczrtrtinties, on cost estimating 
uncertainties, and on uncertainties that arise 
from incompleteness in the data base. 
4. Define the most economically prudent path 
t o  minimizing these uncertainties to the point 
that confident decisions can be made to pro- 
ceed or not to proceed with development of 
this energy system. 
The specific objectives of the present study 
are: 
(1) to  verify, maintain and update the presently- 
defined elements of the system, 
(2) complete the definition of the total system. 
and 
(3) prepare a series of phns required for technol- 
ogy advancement and SPS program 
implementation. 
Phase I of the present study. reported here- 
with, has concentrated on the first two objectives. 
Phase 11 will emphasize end-toend operations 
analyses and the third objective. These objectives 
and the timing of the study are designed to support 
the NASA program recommendations in fulfill- 
ment of the DOEINASA evaluation plan. 
2.0 STUDY APPROACH AND STUDY TEAM 
The JSCIBoeing and MSFC/Rockwell SPS 
system definition studies of 1977 and early 1978 
proceeded largely independently of one another 
and developed system concepts with a number of 
significant differences. NASA then developed a ref- 
erence SPS system description based on NASA 
inhouse studies as well as on Boeing and Rockwell 
contract results. 
The present study is divided into two 
phases; the first lasted 7 months and the second 
will last 9 months. Phase I accomplisheci additional 
analyses of the options and issues identified by 
NASA in developing the reference system report, 
beginning with a thorough critique of the JSC/ 
Boeing reference system, followed by analyses of 
options and critique items. The reference design 
was updated at the end of Phase I. The overall 
schedule is shown in figure 3. 
The Study Contract Team included Boeing 
as prime contractor and General Electric, Grum- 
man, Arthur D. Little, and TRW as subcontractors. 
Principal task areas and the study team leaders for 
each contractor are shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Study C o n m t  Team Organization 
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Figure 3. Study Plan Overview 
3.0 STUDY RESULTS 
The presecltation of study results in this be built and tested to verify annealability as 
executive sumniary has been grouped under three well as survivability of the rest of the array 
major headings: under annealing conditions. 
(1 ) Highlights of Trade Studies and Analyses; 3. Several concerns addressed the high voltages 
(3) Summary of  Updated Baseline; planned for SPS operation. Plasnla interac- 
(3) SPS Developmen t Planning. tions may occur with the high voltage solar 
array. In particular. the critique singled out 
The presentation is organired according to  the the problem of plasmas produced by the elec- 
work breakdown structure shown in figure 5. tric thrusters. 
3.1 hhhlights of Trade Studies and Analyses 
WBS Item 1.0 Solar Power Satellite Program: 
Important Critique Results 
The critique effort identified and com- 
mented on about fifty items. These were grouped 
into 2 2  significant concerns for the discussion in 
Volume 11 of this report. f h e  four inost important 
are summarized bclow. 
1 .  Concern was expressed about the long-term 
suitability and stability of graphite fiber com- 
posites in the space environment. The issues 
raised included creep, micro-cracking. and 
suitability of tlirrnioplastics for some SPS 
thernlal cnviro!~mcnts. 
2 .  It was recommended that exi)crinlcntal saw- 
pies of the lightweight anncalablc solar array 
Wear particles may be produced in the slip 
ring assembly and could "track" high voltage 
insulators causing arcinl; and damage to the 
slip ring assembly o r  nearby components. A 
high voltage potential will exist between the 
structure and the solar arrays and power 
conductors. 
Concern was also expressed that thc power 
processor high-voltage transfornier life may be 
too short for SPS application due to failures 
caused by a-c corona witliin tile windings. 
(This item was addressed and corrected in the 
Phase I study.) 
Concern was also expressed regarding design 
of, and selection of materials for. high voltage 
insulators and cable insulation for usc in the 
space enviroliment. 
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Figure 5. Work Breakdown Structure for SPS 
4. The arrangement of the power supply hookup 
to  the klystrons was criticized. Each power 
processor feeds about 400 klystrons; the 
potential fault currents that could arise from 
a high voltage arc at one klystron could 
involve the entire power supply current. Also. 
for the klystron power that is provided 
directly from the solar array busses, a fault 
could short the entire bus to  ground. Eiectri- 
cal and magnetic forces caused by severe tran- 
sients could u u s e  major mechanical damage 
t o  the SPS. A residual concern was also 
expressed that power supply faults frequently 
cause failures in other parts of an electronic 
system. 
WBS Item 1.1 Satellite: Size and Configuration 
Effects 
Smaller SPS configurations were compared 
to the original 10 gigawatt baseline. Tlic first was 
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the presont NASA 5 gigawatt baseline with one 
transmitting antenna. Analysis of the control 
requirements for this asymmetric canfiguration 
determined that because of the overriding impor- 
tance of solar pressure cornpensatinn in the control 
thrust scheme, no propellant penalties were 
incurred by the lack of symmetry. Also, no  packag- 
ing differences have been identified that would 
arse from dividing the original configuration into 
two equal halves. Therefore, the only consequence 
of this alternative t o  the original baseline is the 
requirement for more pos~tions in geosynchronous 
orbit to  effect a given total installed generating 
capacity. 
The next alternative was also a five giga- 
watt system. but the powcr is divided into two 
power transinission links cach rated at  3% giga- 
watts. In order to niitiiniizc land use and rcctcnt1;l 
costs. it 1s desirable, when rc.ducinp the link power, 
to  increase the transniitter aperture. in tarn red~tc- 
ing tlir receiving station area. Tliis design option. 
tiowt-ver, has approxini~tely 4 tinies as niany trans 
mitter subarrays as the single-transmitter 5 gigs- 
watt satellite. As a result, it incurs a significant 
payload packaging probletii because L'F the low 
packaging dens~ty of ccmpletely asserl~hled trans- 
~nitter subarrays. The packaging density situation @ 
appears to  be much inlproved through use of a 
solid state transmitter. In the solid state option 
a11 of the active hinct~ons srr included in a p l a ~ i r  
sheet only about 2 centinieters tltick (including 
the resonant cavities). Thiis. a tiiuch higher pack- 
aging denst! per unit of aperture area can be 
achieved. NSTY*IO-?Y ?IUn€*f 
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The final 2-li2gigawatt option, like the 
second option. results from effect~vely dividing a F&ure 6. Solar Power Satellite 
symnietric configtiration in half. As for tlie other Structural Bay Con figuratiorv 
case. no added prnalttcs were detcrm~ned for this 
design option excepting the use of more geosyn- 
chronous orbit space. 
WBS Item I .  I .  1.1 Satellite Ellergy Conversion 
Sbucr ure 
7 7  * 
Changing the solar blanket tensioning t o  
iiniasial caused a revision in loads applied t o  the 
solar array support structure. The structural bay 
design was updated to  reflect revised load require- 
ments for self-power orbit transfer and solar blan- 
ket stretching loads. The structure configuration is 
shown in figure 6. For the reference case of geo- 
synchronous orbit construction of the SPS the 
type B beams shown can be changed t o  type C 
since orbit transfer loads will not be a considera- 
tion. Figure 7 shows the characteristics of the three 
types of branls. 
Evaluation of various structural arrange- 
ment options led to the conclusions that a penta- 
hedral truss configuration would be hetter than the 
present cubic type (this appears to be true for the 
transmitter 3s well). The pentahedral truss retains 
the square bay shape. has fewer rnenibers and types 
of joints. ; ~ n d  would be lighter. 
A change to the pentaliecti,~l truss will be 
cons~dereil Juriitg Phaw 11. Tradc studies con- 
ducted in Phase I uscd the cubic slriicturc as 
baseline. 
Figure 7. Solar Power Satellite Structural Update 
Beam Configurations 
An aluminum structure was compared t o  
the lowcocfficient-of-expansion (CTE) graphite 
composites baseline. The following main conctu- 
sions resulted: 
a Roll fortned closed section alutniniim striic- 
tures can be autoniatically fabricated in orbit: 
a Design load requirenients for LEO-constructed 
SPS module can be satisfied. The aluniinum 
design is 23':: lieav~er than compos,tc but may 
be lower in cost: 
a The 10-GW SPS n3tur;ll frequency wit11 alu;ni- 
num (.4R=4) is ( 7 5  times orbital frcqt,cncy -- 
instead of 100 tiint.s: 
The estimated natural frequency appears ade- 
qtrate for satellite control systeni stability: 
further analysis needed to verify; 
Based on initial studies, tllernial stresses are 
within the capability of the aluminum design; 
Satellite deflections are within acceptable 
limits (-1O); 
Deflections due t o  occultations coilld result in 
dynamic "ringing" of the entire solar array 
suppcirt structure. Further analysis is needed 
to cvalurtte this. 
WBS item 1.1.1.2 Satellite Energy Conversion: 
Solar Bbnket 
Effects of array shadowing wcre investi- 
gated. If a segliient or  section of a long solar cell 
string is shadowed. it will not generate current. 
Current flow in the entire string is therefore inter- 
rupted. I f  other strings are connected t o  the load in 
parallel with the shadowed string, the difference 
hetween their loaded output voltage and the zero- 
current voltage of  the shadowed string, appears as a 
reverse-bias voltage. The reverse bias voltage. if it is 
niore than a few volts per shadowed solar cell, will 
destroy the shadowed cells if they are not pro- 
tected. A small spacecraft flying across the face of 
an SPS could severely damage an unprotected solar 
array. Reverse-bias protection is therefore manda- 
tory. The solar blanket panel design was modified 
to  include shunting diodes. 
WBS Item 1.1.1.3 Satellite Energy Conversion: 
Maintenance 
A sunlnlary of repair and replace require- 
ments for the satellite is presented under WBS Item 
1.1.2.6.This section addresses maintenance require- 
ments peculiar t o  the energy conversion system. 
The energy conversion sq'steni 1s designed 
to be as nearly maintenance-free as possible. Solar 
cells. blocking .~nd shunting diodes. and attach- 
ment and tensioning dcvices all incorporate cnoilph 
redundancy to provide a lifetime of more th3n 30 
years. Exceptional mainten:rncr rcquircmcnts n:ay 
arise, e.p.. in the event of collisions ot' 11atiir;ll or 
manmade space objects with the SPS. These will be 
treated as unscheduled maintenance. Switchgear 
lilay require replacement of one o r  two units 
atmually. 
Occasional maintenance of the solar army 
by annealing t o  restore output due t o  damage of 
the solar cells by solar flare radiation is expected t o  
be necessary. I t  would be possible to  make the 
solar array maintenance-free with regard t o  
expected radiation by oversizing o r  providing extra 
shielding (it1 the fonn of thicker coverglasstts). 
Annealing, however, has distinct cost advantages. 
i t  is important t o  recognize that nearly all 
of the radiation damage t o  solar arrays at geo- 
synchronous orbit comes from solar tlares, which 
are a statistical phenomenon. Environment niodels 
are used t o  predict tne amount of radiation for  
which arrays must be designed. The lnodel used by 
Boeing was originated by the Coddard Space Flight 
Center. As is typical for such design models. it is 
roughly a 9070 confidence model; an expected- 
value mode1 would predict less radiation. Use of a 
conservative model is warranted by the fact that a 
severe solar flare event will affect all SPS's then in 
orbit. 
Even this conservative model indicates that 
degradation more than Im from a single large 
flar: is highly unlikely. Much improvement in the 
confidence in this result can be expected due t o  
continued accumulation of statistical data troni the 
current solar cycle and with direct observation of 
proton fluxes in the 2 t o  10 MEV range. 
The estimated requirements for annealing 
are clearly sensitive to the model used and the 
statistical approach adopted. A comparative study 
of the available data for silicon and gallium arse- 
nide SPS's and solar arrays was conducted. This 
analysis revealed a significant differenzc in thc 
environment model used for the Boring and 
Rockwell solar blanket degradation ;tnulyhcs. Most 
of the differences in degradation predicted by the 
studies is due to difftti.ences in environment ~iiodels. 
The Rockwell niodel is less conscrvativc; i t  would 
predict that neither a silicon nor a g;~l l~um srsenidc 
SPS woulci be likely t o  need annc,tli~lg In 30 )cars 
at  geosynchronous orbit. 
Boeing test data on silicon solar cells are 
compared in figure 8 with the Rockwell projec 
tions for the gallit~m arsenide solar cell. It is clear 
that there is no  significant degradation difference. 
Note tlie difference in proton/electron equiva- 
lences between silicon and galliun~ arsenide. This 
difference arises because of the difference in mass 
of the atoms of the two solar cell constituents. Our 
analysis would predict no significant difference in 
degradation between the two systems for the same 
tluence. Since the gallium arsenide solar blanket 
design has sipnitlcantly less shielding, we would 
predict more degradation in the equivalent cnviron- 
nient colnpared t o  tlie silicon blatiket design. 
Figure 8. Degradation Comparison For Proton 
Irradiation 
Recent results reported by Hughes show 
the radiation degradation of gallium arsenide t o  be 
a strong function of junction depth; gallium arse- 
nide is reported to degrade less with shallaw junc- 
tions. Additional radiation degradation testing is 
needed for both types of  solar cells. The possibility 
that gallium :~rsenide cells rnay anneal at relatively 
low temperatures also needs to  be further explored 
by testing. 
.4nnealing of radiation damage in silicon 
has been repeatedly demonstrated it1 the labora- 
tory. Illustrated in figure 9 are the results of oven 
annealing tests of hitre 50 niicron silicon solar cells. 
Several cells were tested with two irradiations and 
two anneals. All cells tested showed recovery on 
both anneals. 
Figure 9. Thermal Annealing of Proton Damage In 
Silicon: Boeing Test Data 
Annealing of  the solar blanket on an SPS 
will require a technique tailored to  that purpose. as 
well as a blanket iesign compatible with annealing 
temperatures. Attention has been given to laser 
directed-energy annealing under this con tract. Ini- 
tial tests of laser annealing of thin solar cells with 
glass covers were dedicated to measuring thermal 
response of solar cells t o  laser energy density. 
Resulting energy requirements are less than earlier 
estimates by about a factor of 5 and have been 
reflected in definition of the reference laser anneal- 
ing system. 
A test program was conductei to  further 
explore the laser annealing of 50-micron solar cells. 
The original intent was t o  anneal glass-covered cells 
but a suitable method of  glassing was not found. 
Ten cells were coated with 75 microns of glass by 
Schott in Germany using electron-beam evapora- 
tion of the glass. The coatings were o f  poor qual- 
ity, e.g., full of bubbles, atid contained much 
frozen-in strain. When subjected t o  annealing 
temperatur~s, the coated cells ciirled up like potato 
chips and the glass fractured. Attempts at RF  sput- 
tering at Boeitlg yielded glass deposition rates too 
low to be usable. Ion sputtering was tried on a few 
cells at Ion Tech. Good quality coatings were pro- 
duced, but the cells were damaged in handling. 
Some damaged cells were subjected to  annealing 
temperature$ and did not exhibit the nlecha~iical 
failures of  the Schott-coated cells. Ion sputtering 
merits further iwestigation, ::s does electrostatic 
bonding of glass microsheet. 
Laser annealing tests were conducted on  
nine 50-micron cells. Two were control cells thdt 
were not irradiated. These showed no loss in out- 
put due to exposure to the laser. One cell was 
broken in handling. Six cells were sttccessfully 
tested witti results shown in Figure 10. All cells 
tested showed some recovery. One cell was sub- 
jected to two cycles and showed recovery on both 
cycles. Cells that were moderately degraded 
appeired to  recover more completely than those 
more severely degraded. Exposure times ranged 
from two to ten seconds at 50G°C. There was some 
indication that longer exposure was beneficial; 
compare cell #31 ( 2  sec) with cell #33 (ten 
seconds). 
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Figure 10 - Laser Annealing Results 
These tests achieved moderately successful 
restoration of output from SGmicron cells after 
degradation by proton irradiation, under labora- 
tory conditions. Clearly, much additional technol- 
ogy research is needt d to develop designs and proc- 
esses that would brhg this technique to the point 
of suitability for large-scale application. Additional 
research s h o ~ ~ d  investigate a wider range of time- 
temperature histories and irradiation degradation 
and should eniphasize develop~nent of a suitable 
cell eni:apsulation technique. Tests should encom- 
pass sufficient numbers of cells to enable statistical 
interpretation of results. 
The concept of  the SPS annealing system is 
shown in figure 1 1. Each laser gimbal would actu- 
aUy have 8-500 watt CO? lusers installed. The laser 
beams would be opticaliy tailored to  provide the 
desired illumination pattern and energy density. 
The gimbals would be mounted on  an overhead 
gantry that would span the entire bay width; one 
bay of  solar array would be annealed in fifteen 
meter increments. Solar army strings undergoing 
annealing will be taken out of service while they 
are annealed. 
Figure 1 1. Laser Annealing Concept 
WBS Item 1.1.2.1 Satellite Power Transmission 
Structure 
Two analyses were conducted on this suh- 
ject. The first was an evaluation o f  the use of alum- 
inum as a structural material for the primary and 
secondary transmitter structures. Results of a 
NASTRAN analysis showed that thermal deflec- 
tions of an aluminum structure would far exceed 
the required tilt tolerance of 1 to  2 minutes of arc. 
Therefore. if aluminum were used, the structure 
would require active thermal deformation 
compensation. 
The second analysis evaluated structure 
design approach options. Early investigations of 
the antenna structure developed the tetrahedral 
truss primary and secondary structure concept. 
This system provides a maximum of structural effi- 
ciency for such an antenna. However, it constrains 
the subarrays to a non-square system and presents 
difficulties with respect to maintenance access. 
The center illustration in figurc 12 repre- 
sents an attempt t o  design the antenna structure 
for maintenance. It provides easy access to  sub- 
array repair or replacement and allows square sub- 
arrays but is not very efficient structurally and 
employs tension members. Analysis of this combi- 
nation indicated a relatively poor stiffness 
efficiency. 
The pentahedral truss appears to offer a 
good compromise. It maintains good access with 
good efficiency, eliminates tension members and 
allows squure subarrays. At t'.e beginning of  Phase 
11, the MPTS structure will e revised to a penta- 
hedral truss con figuration. 
WBS 1.1 2 . 2  Transmitter Subarrays 
Aluininun~ Subarrays 
Aluminum was also investigated for appli- 
cation to the subarray distribution and radiation 
waveguides. The baseline defined in the earlier 
study was an alutninun~-plated graphite composite 
waveguide. Significant concerns have been 
expressed as to  its suitability for high power, long 
life applications where temperature cycling may be 
a problem. 
Aluminum has a high coefficient of thermal 
cxpansi~n compared to the graphite used in the 
ei~rlier baseline. As a result, due to  expected tem- 
perature changes, the aluminum waveguides will be 
significantly detuned resulting in power losses as 
noted in table 1. The cost equivalent of this effi- 
ciency loss is roughly $75 million per S-gigawatt 
SPS. Although plated composites are high risk 
because of potential breaks or delamination of the 
plating under thermal cycling o r  high RF power 
conditions, the cost advantages of a low-coefficient 
-of-thermal-expansion material jubtify development 
of a suitablc low-CTE approach. 
Table I .  Comparison of Losses for Metal and 
Composite Waveguide 
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Solid-State Transmitter 
Srkction of nticrowave tubes. e.g., klys- 
trons, for the reference system, has raised issues of 
power transmitter reliability and maintenance. 
Extrapolation of current trends in growth of tube 
life and reliability indicates that a mean-time- 
between-failure of 25 years is reasonable. Even 
with this figure. however, repair and replacenlent 
of niicrowave tubes is likely t o  dominate the main- 
tenance workload for SPS's. 
Solid state devices exhibit much better 
failure statistics. Those shown in figure 13 for 
gallium arsenide FET's show that at a channel tem- 
perature of 1 3 ~ ~ ~ .  98% of the device, will still be 
operating after 30  years. This suggests that a no- 
maintenance mode of operation may be feasible. 
Figure 13. Solid State Device Lifetime 
Various devices were considered for this 
application. GaAs FETs, silicon bipolar transistors 
and EBS's have the best values of power-added 
efficiency. 
All the two-terminal devices have efficien- 
cies less than 3670, too low for SPS. As noted 
above in the aluminum wa~eguide discussion, 
microwave link efficiency is of great importame in 
minimizing SPS costs. 
Switched-mode amplifiers operate with the 
device power dissipation time integral (over the 
operating cyck) minimized as much as possible. 
This generally requires active device transition 
times about a factor of ten faster than the RF 
period. It also generally requires rescmnt reactive 
networks. which make achieving bandwidths of a 
tenth o r  more of the operating frequency (as 
desired by many communications users) very diffi- 
cult. In this sense, the narrow bandwidth reqcired 
by SPS is a real advantage. 
Present communications interests in ciicro- 
wave power amplitiers are increased linearitv over 
wide bandwidth, RF output powers eqirivalent to  
traveling wave tubes, and longer lip2 thiin the 
TWT's. For SPS, efficiency, lifetime, low cost and 
narrow bandwidth are desired. It is anticipated that 
with adequate funding the development of high- 
efficiency switched mode amplifiers for SPS is a 
low risk. However, SPS research may have t o  take 
the initiative because the communications industry 
can develop and prosper with present DC-RF con- 
version efficiencies. 
The power per device is an important SPS 
parameter. The number of devices that can be effi- 
ciently combined in a module is limited by circuit 
losses; the power per module determines the R F  
power density per unit transmitting array area and 
is directly relatable to  overall transmitter power. 
Silicon bii ~ l a r  transistors, GaAs FFTs and multi- 
mesa IMPATTs can all handle powers above 10 
watts, adequate for SPS application if efficient 
combining can be accomplished. 
GaAs FETs were selected as the preferred 
DC-RF conversion devices because of higher gain 
than silicon bipolars, equivalent expected power- 
added efficiencies, roughly equa! power capabilities 
at 2.5 GHz and much better expected contact 
metallization reliability. GaAs FETs for SPS appli- 
cation could be fabricated separately and mounted 
in hybrid fashion o r  combined with other compo- 
nents on larger GaAs chips in integrated circuits. 
i1.e latter alter11t:ive is preferred because of its 
expected lower costs in mass production. 
A solid st:~tc transmitting antenna configu- 
ration was synthesized using design criteria for 
radiating module size developed in prcvioirs NASA 
silldies and sevcral circuit and radiator concepts 
develcped in prior proprietary Boeing IR&D work. 
The basic elements of the sol'd state transmitting 
array are .59 x .59 A (A = free space wavelcnp+.li) 
radia:ing modules. Thcse are fabricated on 20 mil 
thick alumina dielectric sheet whi& is metallized 
for signal. cwntrol and power circuitry. Microstrip 
tcchniqaes are used for combining, filtering, and 
making antenna elements. Ways have been found 
t o  efficiently cvmbine outputs from up to 6 mpli- 
t - i  Thc subarray cmncept is shcwn in feure 14 
cssedially the m e  because in a series of  ampli- 
fiers noise figures of prior stages overwhelm con 
tributions from the followirlg stages Thus even 
though a klystron may have a noise figure o f  30 d b  
as opposed to approximately 5 d b  tor a solid state 
amptifer it mzkes no  noticable difference in the 
system noise f i r e ,  if they both imve similar front 
ends  Since the solid state panels have much fess 
ar,a than the mmparaMe klystron modules, the 
former will spread their noise twer 3 wider solid 
angle, thereby reducing the ground noise power per 
.- - unit area. 
I . -  : 
- 1  . The solid da te  transmitter is limited by 
1 a*-! 1 
i - - -  
maximum allowable device temperature to a t h e r  
! mal dissipation of  roughly 1.5 k~lowatts per square 
meter. At  a conversion effi&+nq o f  80% wiih a 10 
dB -;aussian taper, the thermal ~vnstraints and 
Figvrp 14. Solid State Subarray Layout 
Solid state devices suitabic for microwave 
power amplification operate at voltages on the 
order of 25 volts. Distribution voltages su~table for 
SPS application range from 10.000 to  40.@00 volts. 
If it were necessary to  process SPS electric power 
to a voltage of 25 vclts. the cost and effiiiency of 
power processing combined with the I'R losses 
and conductor mass for such operations might be 
prohibitive. Therefore. an approach to elimination 
of power processing is highly desirable. The 
approach selected employs z series-parallel connec- 
tion of the microwave power amplifiers (as regards 
DC power supply) similar to that used for solar 
cells in generation of the DC power. Aggregate sets 
of microwave power generators can then be s u p  
plied at conip;rativel y high distribution voltages. 
The minimum-risk optlon is use of dcjdc convert- 
ers but this will result in significantly greater SPS 
mass and cost. AC powur distribution way provide 
a means of minimizing distribut~on losses and 
reducri~g solar array voltage. Mass and cost penal- 
ties \?ill be similar to those for full dcidc processing. 
The noise zt the power amplifier outputs of 
the klystron and solid st:tte MPTS options are 
ionosphere power density cons~raints follow char- 
acteristic curves as illustrated in figure IS. As can 
be seen. the solid state system is constrained to a 
total power level of approxinlately 2% gigawatts 
with a transmitter aperture of 1.4 kilometers. 
Thus, this system is welhuited t o  smallzr size. 
lower power SPS ap!'ication and in fact may be 
limited to  such. 
Figure 15. Represer~tative Solid State SPS Costs 
and Sizing 
More elaborate transmitter illumination 
strategies may allow higher power. The effects of 
truncating the maximum intensity region of the 
Gaussian taper as well as the use of reverse-phase 
rings. merit furthcr investigation. 
WBS Item 1.1.2.3 Power Transmitter Power Table 2. SPS Sateltite Faikn Summary- 
Distribution 1C GW SPS 
Lifetime expectancy for the DC-to-DC con- 
verters was analyzed during the crit~que. This indi- 
cated a significant problem with dielectric material 
life. If the earlier converter were dented t o  reflect 
t 20 year life, an increase in mass would be 
expected. However, a new transformer technology 
,;sing tiquidcooled t ransf~ .  mzrs provide long life 
with kss mass than the earlier system. Use of a 
liquid dielectric/coolant aveicids the failure mode o r  
corona-iadud dielectric flaw growth that limits 
tile life of potted transformen 
WBS item 1.1.2.4 Power Transmitter Thermal 
Control 
Failure analyses also indicated a problem 
with the heat pipe cooled klystrons. The difficulty 
was that thc SW@C cwling section would u t i l i~e  a
mercury vapor heat pipe. In the event of  a meteor- 
oid ptincture o r  other leak. the liquid metal would 
be released into the high voltage environment of 
the transmitter system and lead to  arcing damage. 
Plating of liqbid nvtals on  insuiators might lead 
to permanent contamination that woi~ld require 
repair and replacement. \'ought Corporation 
examined a circulating fluid cooling option and 
found that a mass reduction was possible and that 
fluid could be selected that would minimize 
risk of arcing. Their analysis indicates that a cir- 
culating fluid systern can be made as reliable as the 
heal pipe system and certainly more reliable than 
the expectzd lifetime of the klystrons themselves. 
WBS 1.1.2.6 Power Transmitter Maintenance 
A general failure analysis was conducted, 
with principal emphasis on failure rates and their 
effects on power production. (Some of the failure 
effects problem areas and their resolutions have 
been discussed in earlier pages.) The overall analy- 
sis is reported here. 
A summary of equipment failure rates, 
updated from Part Ill results from the eariierstudy, 
is presented in table I!. (Expected rates of l e s  than 
cne per year or  those that have no effect Jn power 
output are not included in the table.) 
The annual power loss due to these failures 
is a function of the number of failures and the 
power loss per failure. As indicated in figure 16 the 
principal power loss problem is the DC-to-DC con- 
verters foilowed by klystrons and switchgear. Par- 
tial redundancy can be built into the DC-to-DC 
converters (with a small mass penalty) t o  minimize 
this problem. 
Fgure 16. Annual Power Loss due to Failures 
WBS Item 1.1.3 Infonnation Management and 
Control 
Telemetry and command requiremznts 
were estimated by examining the satellite design 
acd roughly enumerating the instnime~it points 
required to determine the satellite state of health 
and to cieri~e commands in the event of anomalies. 
For a 5 GW satellite (one MPTS antenna arld its 
related power generation system), thc number of 
nieasurements totaled neariy I! million analog. over 
a r~iillion bilevel, and about 70.000 dipital. About a 
h~lf-million commands were identified. 
Estimating t h e e  requirements necessitated 
many decisions concerning the component level t o  
which each satellite subsystem will be instru- 
mented and the level t o  which a cc.mm;tnd capabil- 
iQ will 5e provided. For the subsystems which are 
relatively well-defined, this process was accom- 
plished on the existing design. For those subsys- 
tems on which very little design information exists, 
requirements of typical current satellites were 
extrapolated to the SPS. 
The large numbers 0:' telemetry pcints and 
commands wc.ould represent a heavy worktoad if all 
telemetry data v.tre transmitted t o  the ground. 
Automatic processing could be done by a distrib 
uted processing systznl orr the satellite with proces- 
sors located near the rquipment being monitored 
and comn~anded. This approach providi3 two other 
advantages: the amount of data transmitted 
throushout the sa~ellite and to the ground is 
reduced. and the delay from detection of an 
anomaly to  receipt of a zorrecting command is 
reduced. In view of these considerations the on- 
board processing system was selected. 
The design approach provides numerous 
micropra-essors and ~nemorizs distributed through- 
out the satellite. These processors are organized 
into groups. each monitored by a processor that is 
one of another tier of processors. Tiering continues 
to a Central Processor Unit which manages the data 
traffic to  2nd frob.1 the ground. The recommended 
approach employs two systems connected by a lim- 
ited data link through the slip rings. 
The use of fiber optics is recommended for 
data transmission because of its reduced mass, f a d t  
tolerance (because a nonconductor does not p r o p  
agate faults), wideband multiplexing capability, 
immunity to EM1 and arc discharges, and availab!e 
inexpensive niaterials. 
WBS Item 1.1.5 Commu~iications 
Analysis of conlmunications system 
requirements appropriate to the conirtland and 
data rates described under WBS ltetn 1.1.3 con- 
cluced that ;in S-band link with dish antcnnas 
aboui 0.6 111 diameter would he technically ade- 
quate as regards interference frorn the >o\vcr link 
a t  2.45 CHz. In the SPS time frame, a higher fre- 
quer?cy bank. e-g.. X-band. may be a illore desir- 
able choice. 
WBS Item 1.2 Space Construction and Support 
The most ecmnomi~xl cons.ruction o f  
SPS's. given that wany are t o  be built, will employ 
a semi-automated construction facility that 
acbieves high crew pruductivity. The 1977 k i n g  
study developed a construction facility concept 
that became known as the 'T-clamp."' One of  the 
principal objectives of the present study was t o  
develop and evaluate alternatives t o  the 'C-clamp" 
with the objective of reducing construction base 
mass. c~mplexity, cost. and reducing construction 
operations crew size and operating cost. 
By the midterm of  Phase I the options were 
narrowed t o  three preferred systems: the platform- 
type singledeck. and two- and four-bay end- 
builders. Figure 17 compares these two types. In 
the last two nlonths of the study. these three 
options were compared in &nore detail. Figure 18 
summarizes the results. The mass and cost esti- 
mates for the three candidates were within a few 
percent of one another. Selection o f  the preferred 
approach therefore included other criteria. 
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Figure 77. Alternative Construction Concepts 
Figure 18. Alternative Construction Concepts Mass and Cost Comparison 
Table 3 summarizes the zvaluation includ- 
ing qualitative factors. The single-deck facility 
requires less interdependence of construction oper- 
ations and is more adaptable to SPS design changes 
after the base is constructed. but the end-builders 
have an inherent capability for higher production 
rates; they represent a higher degree of automation. 
This supports the view that the cost trends found 
are valid and are not just estimating variances. The 
4-bay end-builder is capable of a significantly 
higher production rate (for the solar array part of 
the SPS) than the groundruled 10.000 megawatts 
ground output equivalent per year. If evalaated for 
higher production rates, the 4-bay end-builder 
would undoubtedly prove more econo~nic than the 
smaller facilities. 
Evolu t iona~ increases in degrte of auto- 
mation will be a normal trend of space construc- 
tion technology. It is our judgment that the plat- 
form approach will be well suited to constr~iction 
of an SPS prototype when some of tht processes 
and equipment will be developmental, and configu- 
ration changes may be expected behveen the pro- 
totype a3d later production units. The four-bay 
end-builder was selected as the (production) sys- 
tem baseline for the Phzse I1 study. 
Table 3. Alternate Construction Concepts 
Summary 
WBS Item 1.3 Transportation 
WBS ltetn 1.3.1 HLLV 
The prospect of heavy lift launch vehicle 
(HLLV) operations at the launch rates needed to  
support an SPS construction program has raised 
issues regarding potential environmental effects. 
The main mncerns are atmosphere pollution. and 
noise and sonic overpressures. 
HLLV's will enrploy clean fuels. methane 
o r  kerosene and hydrogen. burned in the rocket 
engines with oxygen. The quality of fuel ~qnsumed 
by an HLLV fleet will tie very sn;all. roughly 0.1% 
of total cwmbustion fuels (cod arid oil) presently 
burned in the U.S. Thus thc gross quantities of 
polluta~its wil! be negligible. However, the HLLV's 
will spend a portion of their trajectories in the 
upper atnios?hzre and ionosphere. Co~lcern as to  
possible reduction of the ion density in the iono- 
spheric F-layer had been expressed by a prelinii- 
nary investipaticn. Analyses conducted by Boeing 
indicated that this problerii could be minimized by 
suppressing the trajectory peak altitude t o  about 
100 kni. A number of ascent trajectories were sim- 
ulated using various strategies to minimize trajec- 
tory altitude. Results are summarized in figure 19. 
It was found that the best trajectories liad a peak 
ascent altitude of about 110 kilometers. Trajec- 
tories could be sdppressed to keep the path below 
100 kilometers with a slight performance penalty. 
HLLV launch and reentry paths will pro- 
duce significant sonic overprewres. For a launch 
site on an eastern seacoast (e-g., KSC), the launch 
and booster entry overpressures occur over the 
ocean and are of  little concern. Return of the 
upper stage could result in overpressures up t o  
about 145 pa (3 psf) in the immediate vicinity of 
the recovery site if no mitigating strategy is used. 
Mitigating strategies include ( I ) transition 
from hi_& angle of attack to   OW angle of attack at 
supersonic speeds to maintain tne terminal portion 
of the trajectory at a higher altitude. and (2)  use of 
a supersonic turn t o  place the overpressurtt- 
generating part of the trajectory over tiit ocean. 
These strategies were investigated by t rajrctory 
simulations. Results are shown in figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Supersonic Turn Return Trajectory 
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,, WBS Item 1.3.2 Cargo OTV 
C 
o Electric Orbit Transfer Studies 
o WJECTKWATISKN The preferred orbit-to-orbit tr:~nsportation 
3 IMCTD(I AT WU) concept identified in the 1977 Boeing study was 
b IhJECTlOW AT l l C * l O K M  the use of elcctric propiilsi~n systclns to convert 
mao 
i I i 
10 IM 110 , SPS modules into powered spacecraft that could 
PEAU ~ N T  T R N E C ~ V  ALTITVDE IN MY transfer tlieniselves to geosynchronous orbit with ,I 
trip time of approsim;itely 150 days. A tradeaff 
Figure 19. Launch Trajectory Suppression study coniparing this to constniction of  SPS at 
Results gt.osynclironous orbit with cl~~i~!ically-fi~t'lel! 
(U),/LH,) orbit transfer vehicles showed a cost 
wvi& of  -roughly S billion per 10.000 megawatt 
SPS. 
During the present Phase 1 study. an andy- 
sis was conducted to  evaluate the use of independ- 
ent electric orbit transfer vehicles to  allow the 
benefits of electric propulsion t o  he contbined with 
the benefits of geosynchronous orbir construction. 
The operational concipt is illustrated in figure 21. 
Electric crbit trttnsfer vehicles are ionxtructed in 
low Earth orbit at a haw which also provides slag- 
ins depot iunctions. A tke t  of appro\imately 20 
electric orbit transfcr vehicles conveys SPS pay- 
loads to  geosyn~ hronous orbit where SPS construc- 
tion takes place. In order to provide expeditious 
transfers of crews and supplies. high thrclst 
chemicaliy-propelled orbit transfer vehicles are 
used to pro\ide this wrvice. The electric orbit 
transfcr  chicles are reused 10 times over a lifetirne 
of severdl yedrs. 
Figure 2 1. G EO Construction Concept 
Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicles 
As a piirt of this analysis. iniprovements 
were made in thc self-power configuration. The 
most important was in tlie arrangement of the solar 
array to be used for orbit transkr. The change 
improves inertia balancing. reduces the effects of 
solar blanket stretching loads. and avoids matching 
degraded solar cell arrays to und:rgr;rcirtl arrays in 
series. Thruster modi1li.s were relocated to iniprove 
inertia balancing and thrust nlornc.nt c~pability. 
Several propellant tank locations were tried to 
improve inertia balancing. Location at tlie ccntcr 
of the nlotlitle provides the best ovcrall transicr 
performance. The result o f  these changes was an 
improver~ient in the effective average integrated 
specific impulse for self-power tritlsfer froni 
approximately 3 100 seconds t o  approxi~nately 
3000 seconds. (The electric specific itnpulse of 
7,500 seconds is significantly degraded by the use 
of chemical thrust during periods of occultation 
and high pmvity z rd ien t  torque.) 
The independent electric OTV contigura- 
tion is stiown ~n figure 22. TIiis orbit transfer 
vehicle is sized to  deliver 4.000 metric tons t o  
ge~~yncl i ronous  orbit and return with 200 metric 
tons. Tlie rcturn payload capability provides for 
return of packaging equipment and other items 
froni the geosynchronous orbit construction site. 
Becaiise the electric orbit transfer vehicle is smaller 
than the SPS modules discussed on the previous 
page. it suffers comparatively litt:e from perform- 
ance losses induced by gravity gradients. and 
schieves an integrated effective specific impulse of 
6000 seconds. 
Figure 22. Electric 0 T V  Configuration 
!I comprrhcnsive cost comparison was 
developed to evaluate tlie sel f-powered electric pro- 
pulsiori option relative to the independent clectric 
orbit transfer vehicle. Differences in costs of con- 
stnictio:~ operations are included. Thrcc options 
are shown in figure 23: ( 1 )  SPS self-tr:lnsport 
rnodules witlicjat rccovery ~f tlic electric propul- 
sion eqiripmc.nt. ( 2 )  the same option with use of 
sniall c lectr i~ OTV's to recover the orbit transfer 
hardware. ( 3 )  independent elcctric orbir transfer 
vehicles for :ill orbit-to-orbit c;~rgo transportation 
with coristr~~ction f SPS'srrt pcosyr~chronoi~sorhit. 
scenario developed under this study) shows rela- 
tivelv little sensitivity t o  hardware cost because th: 
cost of the orbit transfer hardware is amortized 
over several SPS's. 
Gallium arsenide solar blankets for the 
independent electric OTV were also examined. No 
advantage was found for the use of  gallium arse- 
nide in the orbit transfer vehicles under the 
assumption that silicon was to  be used for the 
sateilite systems. Clearly, if gallium arsenide is to  
c~mefi ~ . n n ~ a r  ~ o l r  ~ycnaamn 
-tgl 'man%~rn be used for the SPS then it makes sense t o  also use 1- 1 -  it for the orbit transfer system. 
- Y Y I . L I P Q  
Self-power from low earth orbit wnstruc- 
Figure 23. ~nsrmction~nnsportatim Cast 
Comparison 
The bars on the left show the total cost of 
preparing t o  carry out the construction operations, 
including the unit cost of the construction bases 
and of their transportation. The second set of bzrs 
shows the transportation system ~ lee t  investment 
required to  establish a production rate of i0,000 
megawatts per year. The third set of ban  shows the 
cost of transportation operations for the first 
year's operation, i.e., construction of two 5,000 
megawatts SPS's. The fourth set of bars sums the 
first three sets showing the total investment 
through the first year's production operation. The 
fifth set of bars shows fully amortized costs for the 
three systetns including amortization of all capital 
investments at an interest rate of 7%%. 
The greater capital cost of the independent 
electric orbit transfer vehicle system is offset by its 
reduced fuel consumption on a ftilly amortized 
basis. However, the difference in front end cost to 
establish a production rate of 10,000 megawatts 
per year is approximately $7 billion. 
If the independent electric orbit transfer 
vehicle can be reused many times by successful 
annealing of its solar blankets, it can provide low 
cost. If annealing recovery is less complete. the 
self-power operarions which expcse solar arrays to 
the orbit transfer radiation degradation only once, 
will exhibit lower cost. The indepcndcnt electric 
orbit transfer vehicle (with the nominal reuse 
tion bases for establishment of SPSs at geosyn- 
chronous orbit was recommended as the preferred 
approach. This preference arose primarily because 
of the significant difference in frontend cost. It 
was dccided, however. to  retain the present NASA 
baseline of geosynchronous orbit construction for 
Phase I1 of the study. 
Effects of ion Jets on the Magnetosphere 
Electric orbit transfer operations will con- 
sume roughly 10,000 tons of argon per 10,000 
megawatts of SPS's emplaced. Although this con- 
sumption rate is entirely negligible in terms of 
resource availabdity. 10,000 tons of argon repre- 
sents more than 1032 ions and neutrals injected 
into the Earth's magnetosphere during orbit trans- 
fer operations. 
A brief investigation of possible effects on 
the magnetosphere indicated that this is probably 
not an environmental risk. Significant questions 
remain, and an analytical investigation adequate to  
give high assurance of no risk will require roughly 
two years. 
Conclusions from the exploratory analysis 
were as follows: 
I .  Argon beam from thrusters travel intact for 
long distances tangential to orbit (at injection 
angle). 
1. Transition frorn bean1 to single ion injection 
into geoniapnetic field is a rtlujoi ~rtrsoh~cd 
prohkcttl in plus~~tu pl~j.si(. .s.  
3. &low 2.5 earth radii geocentric. all of the 
beam argon is ten~porarily captured by the 
g ~ m a p n e t i i  tield. 
1. Above 2.5 earth radii (10.000 km altitude) 
most of bealli argon escapes in a jet of plasma 
(86.6 knt,'sec): a small fraction is peeled off 
into t r~ppcd  orbits. 
5. A small fraction of the thruster bean1 charge 
exchanges at the thruster exit pianr and 
escapes as neutral gas. 
6. Inefticienc-ics in tlie present ti:rtrs:er systems 
allow 10-20;; of the fuel to  cscapc' from tlie 
e l i t  plane as tIier~iial(O.l- 1.0 rV) argon ions 
and :ieutr~ls. 
7. At li>\b r~ltitudes (b+.lov; 1000 itm) this 
tlleniial argon ditti~scs back into the upper 
atniosphere. 
8. At higher .iItitudcs this thernia: argon popu- 
lrttes the magnetosphere. 
9. The primary interaction between resident 
plasnia and arson from the thruster is charge 
exchange between icns and neutrals. 
Below 1000 km A+ + 0 and A + 0+ 
Above 1000 krn A+ + H and A + P+ 
10. The randoin walk diffusion of neutral and 
charged species is a s~cond niajor ur~solred 
~ N ~ ~ I c I ) I .  complicated by the influence of geo- 
magnetic field orbit effects on ions. 
WBS Item 3.3 Transportation Ground Support 
Facilities 
Launch Site Selection 
The !aunch site analysis task was motivated 
by the premise that sclcction of a low-latitude site 
would cffer significant cost advantages with 
respect to operations from the Kciinctiy Space 
Center. where earth-to-low-orbit spacc tri~nsporta- 
tion arrives at  il 300 inclination orbit. A 30° pIane 
change is required to ruth a geosynchronous cqaa- 
torial orbit. I t  was prt~sun1t.d that thls ~ ~ l u n c  cliange 
would incur srgnificant perfomlance penalties 
relative to a zero-degree o r  low-inclination low 
elrth orbit. However. with electric proptrlsion this 
perfomlance difference in ternls of cost is minimal: 
the principal factor is difference in orbit-to-orbit 
propellant requirements and electric. systeni. 
require comparatively little propellant in any case. 
These potentid cost advantages are ~pprokimstely 
negated by increased cost of ground transportatiarl 
to  remote sites. Costs of constructing and oper- 
ating r .a i~ i~ te  sites would be cxpected to exceed 
continental U.S. site costs by a factor of 1.5 to 2 .  
Thercfori., the principal motivation for 
leaving KSC for a retnote sitt will stzrii from the 
eventuality of SPS operations outgrowing KSC. 
Our estirntltes t o  date indicate that KS<' can hrindlt 
~pproximately I0 ygawatts per >ear of SPS 
Kemote site possibilitirs include land-based 
sites such as the nioutl~ of the Amazon in Brazil 
and ocean-based sites employing laye  floating 
strictures such as the western Pacific low latitude 
sites identified by Jim Akkerman in studies at the 
Johnson Space Center. Large uncertainties 
presently exist as to the cost of large floating ~ t ruc -  
tures. Further analysis of the floating site option is 
recommended. 
WBS item 4.0 G n ~ u n d  Receiving Station 
Kectenna c-onstruction and structural 
desigr: concepts were developed jointly with the 
aim of minimizing construction cost. The con- 
struction equipment concepts cieveloped were 
generally similar in sophisticarion to modern 
designs for roadbuilding and other field construc- 
tion equipment. but were tailored to tile specific 
task ot  rectenna construction. Figure 21 presents a 
conceptual overview of the rectenna design and 
construction approach. 
A cictailcd grass-roots cost estiniiiting 
  nod el was developed and ust~ l .  This   nod el 
ac-counts for ntatrrials. capita: t.quipmcnt and labor 
costs by task and by schcclulc for each clt.ment of 
tlie rectcnnr~ systt*ni. This wr~s necCssar\. hccai~sc 
there wcrc no parametric cost estimating methods 
that ;ire ailpiicablc to titis prohlcni. 
Table 4. SPS G w n d  System Cost (Summary of 
Major Equipment, Buildings, Material 
and Labor) 
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Figure 24. Five G W Retenna Construction 
Concept 
The cost results of the analysis are sum- 
marized in table 4. The construction task was 
estimated to require 25 months; the cost of the 
rectenna is nearly S 1 billion less than rectenna 
costs previously estimated by (admittedly inappro- 
priate) parametric methods. The rectenna cost is 
dominated by materials cost as is evident from the 
pie chart associated with table 4. Materials quanti- 
ties are relatively well understood by comparison 
to  equipment costs and labor content. Accord- 
ingly, the uncertainty in the presented rectenna 
cost is judged to be on the order of  15% (one sigma). 
WBS Item 5.0 Management & Integration 
Industrial Infrastructure 
Of the several components that require pro- 
duction rates significantly higher than those in 
present industrial experience, only the solar blan- 
kets represent a significant problcni. Production 
rates of SPS hardware are, in general. not high 
when compared to production ratcs in major U.S. 
industries. The solar blankets, howevcr. will require 
major technological advances in production tech- 
niques t o  meet the production denlands of an SPS 
system. 
Arthur D. Little's analysis of the photo- 
voltaic market growth showed that tlle production 
rates of solar cells needed for an SPS prototype 
TOTAL SPS GROU)IO 
SVSTEM COST 1990 -
IEXCLUMNG LAN0 AN0 
[1M:OPHENT COf TI  
POWER 
PROCESSING 
SYSTEM 
Rectenna Cost Distributions 
program are within the range expected for the 
Department of Energy Terrestrial Silicon Program. 
Much of the production technology for the terres- 
trial program will be applicable to SPS. Further in 
the future, the buildup of production capability to  
support an SPS production program of 10,000 
megawatts per year will require production rates 
much higher than those for the prototype system. 
Mission Control 
As a part of the Phase I activity, it was 
desired to develop a concept for mission control 
operdtions to  enable studies of mission operations 
in the Phase I1 activity. Several concepts were con- 
sidered. The organization shown in f i p r e  25  was 
selected for the Phase I 1  analysis.. 
Figure 25. C&C Center Relationships to Major 
System Elements and To Each Other 
3.2 Summary of System Description 
WBS ltem 1.0 Solar Power Satellite Program 
The selected system description is based on 
a nominal capability to place 10,000 megawatts 
(ground output noniinal generation capacity) of 
SPS power in orbit per year, in the form of two 
5,000 megawatt SPS's. 
The SPS efficiency chain was updated to  
reflect a slight improvement in intersubarray losses, 
and the orbit transfer compensation factor was 
deleted from the power budget to reflect geosyn- 
chronous-orbit construction. The earlier efficiency 
chain included a penalty for outages in the 
klystron power transmitter. These outages are also 
accounted for in the prediction of SPS plant factor 
in the maintenance and senice analysis. This 
double bookkeeping has been eliminated. The 
revised efficiency chain and power budget art: 
shown in table 5. 
Table 5. Updated Efficiency and Sizicg 
WBS ltem 1.1 Satellite 
The reference 5,000 megawatt system is 
illustrated in figure 26. The solar b1anlct-t is com- 
prised of panel of 50 urn silicon solar cells ezcapsu- 
lated in glass front and backside prctection as illus- 
trated in figure 27. Tile solar blanket des ig  was 
revised to  include shunting diodes required to pro- 
vide shadowing prgtection. The shadowing protec- 
tion is provided at  the blanket panel level. In the 
m i ? * L I D u I ) a ~ L u u  ; m l k d  
TOTAL U I U V  UU 1 6 2 7 h 2  
TOTAL m n L u n  uu 
m 
Figure 26. 5000 Megawatt Reference Photovoltaic System Description 
Figure 27. Reference Photovoltaic System 
Description 
event of shadowing or a fault within the blanket, 
eilch affected panel is bypassed by the shunting 
diodes to prevent reverse breakdown failure. 
The structure was revised to reflect the 
loading conditions appropriate to geosynchronor~s 
construction. The structure is a hexahedral truss 
made of graphite composite beams fabricated by 
beam machines. Solar array support beams are 12.7 
meter tribeams with a mass of 7.48 kg per meter 
length; others are 7.5 meter tribeams of 4 1 1 kgjrn. 
Failure effects analyses had indicated that 
the previous three-bus power distribution con- 
figuration could be subjected to very large fault 
currents in the event of certain types of arcs. 
Because of this problem, the bus configuration was 
changed to reflect the use of  10 buses independent 
of one another. 
The power transmitter is shown in figure 
28. The transmitter includes primary and second- 
ary structures supporting 7,220 transmitter sub- 
arrays and their power processing, distribution, 
and control equipment. Ten subarray configura- 
tions are employed to effect a 9.5 dB, tenstep 
approxilnation to a truncated Gaussian illumiria- 
tion taper. Each subarray includes phase control 
systems, klystron power amplitlers, thennai con- 
trol, instrumentation. and distribution and radiat- 
ing waveguides as illustrated in figure 29. The 
~ D m n m t l l  
Figure 28. Reference MPTS Structural Approach 
KLYSTRON THERMAL RADIATOR 
G3 JUNCTION CONJUG ATOR 
METRY CONTROL RXfrX 
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-CABLE TO TT&C 
- ARC DETECTOR 
WAVEGUIDE STICKS IQTY 55) OR COUPLER 
MAIN POWER DlSTRlEUTlON 
Figure 29. Mechanical Layout of a Typical Klystron Module in the Outer Ring of the Space Antenna 
phase control system employs the retrodirective 
spread-spectium design developed by Li tiCom. 
WBS Item 1.2 Space Construction and Support 
Space construction operations will employ 
two bases as illustrated in figure 30. The base is 
low Earth orbit (LC01 will constritct and service 
the independent electric OTV's ant1 function as 
a staging base to accumulate and transfer payloads 
from HLLV's to electric OTV's (one OTV will 
carry ten HLLV payloads) and transfer crews 
between personnel launch vehicles (PLV's) to per- 
sonnel orbit transfer vehicles (POTV's). 
The SPS construction base will be located 
in geosynchronous orbit. The selected system is a 
four-bay rnd-builder. The main features of this 
base are summarized in figure 31. The baseline 8 x 
16 bay SPS is constructed in two successive passes. 
Figure 31. 4 Bay End Builder Base Features 
WBS Item 1.3 Space Transportation WBS Item 1.4 Ground Receiving Station 
The integrated space transportation and The previous baseline rectenna was changed 
operations concept was described earlier in figure in structural design to accommodate the construc- 
28. The space transportation system consists of the tion cost reductions developed by General Electric 
elements summarized in tab19 6. A budget for (discussed earlier). These revisions were summar- 
annual flights and estimated costs is included in ized on page 19. 
the table. 
ANTENNA 
CONSTRUCTION 
LEO STAGING BASE 
MASS - 1320 MT 
CREW - 220 CONST PHASE 
130 OPS PHASE 
CONSTRUCTION 
G A N T R Y  
CONSTRl~Cl 
PLATFORM 
GEO CONSTRUCTION BASE 
STAGING DEPOT MASS= 6370 MT CREW = 385 
OPERATIONS UNDERNEATH 
'ION 
Figure 30. Orbital Bases-G EO Construction 
- 
WBS NO. 
AND 
TRANSPOR- 
TATION 
ELEMENT 
- 
1.3.1 HLLV 
(Heavy lift 
Launch 
Vehicle) 
1.3.2 COTV 
(Cargo Orbit 
, Transfer 
Vehiclti 
1.3.3 PLV 
(Personnel 
Launch 
Vehicle) 
1.3.4 POTV 
(Personnel 
Orbit 
Transfer 
Vehicle) 
1.3.5 PM 
(Personnel 
Module) 
Table 6. Space Transportation Element 
Silicon Electric OTV, Annealable 
Payload upldown 40001200 Tons 
Trip Time uptdown 180/40 days 
Isp = 8000 sec; Initial power 296 Mw 
Thrust 3345 N; Empty mass 1462 Tons 
Argon 469 Tons; L02/LH2 46 Tons 
DESCRIPTION 
Two-Stage Series-Burn Winged Reusable C1? Rocket, VTOHL 
Booster L021LCH4 (519911709 Tons) 
Orbiter L021LH2 119761329 Tcns) 
Payload NetiGross (3801420 Tons) 
Gross Liftoff Mass (1 1,000 Tons) 
Delivers crews and suppiies to GEO 
base; two-stage reusable vehicle 
Propellant L02ILH2 (800 Tons evenly 
spl i t  between two stages) 
Empty mass 28 Tons per stage 
Thrust-Booster 1800 KN; upper stage 
900 KN 
HLLV 
FLIGHTS 
PER YEAR 
(252) 
R Space Shuttle Orbiter and ET with Flyback Booster and 75-passenger personnel transfer module in payload bay. Gross Liftoff Mass 2715 Tons 
. 
Flight Control Module - Crew = 2, 
Mass 4 Tons 
Passenger Module - 160 passengers 
Mass 36 Tons 
Cargo Module - 96 Tons crew provisions 
(480 man-months), 15 Tons empty mass 
NIA 
SUPPLIES SPS 
CARGO 
(64) 
N/A 
ummarv 
PROPEL- 
LANT 
(7) 
OTHER COST 
FLIGHTS PER PER 
YEAR FLIGHT 
N /A 
27 
(Fleet of $54M 
23 vehicles) 
N /A 
and 2 0rbiters)l 
38 
(Two Boaters $ l2M 
(2 sets of 
transported by 
POTV) 
12 i 
REMARKS 
PER 
(Fleet of 
2 vehicles) 
Total is 323 flights per 
H LLV Total year; does not include 
$4522 SPS maintenan- 
opirrations. 
$ 3M 
1458 (COTV) 
3528 (HLLV 
CARGO) 
574 (HLLV 
Prop & 
Supplies) 
85 HLLV Flights are 
required to launch 
COTV Fleet; this cost 
's amortized into 
COTV costrflight. 
456 
Cost per flight essumr?s 
other shuttle traffic as Ii! 7 
well as SPS support. I 
36 (POT") 
350 (HLLV 
Propellant) 
TOTAL I 
6496 
H LLV launch of O T ~  
i s  amortized into cost 
24 
70(HLLV 
Supplies) 
The PM files as a 
payloadforthePOTV. 
3.3 SPS Mass and Cost Summaries Table 8. Projected Unit Cost of One 5-GW SPS 
(Millions of 1977 Dollarsl 
Table 7 presents a mass summary for the 
5,000 megawatt SPS. The mass is about 5% less 
than that for the equivalent system a t  the begid- m l N T  O f  DEPARTURE CURRENT CHrUlOE 
ning of the study. The update in the selected IAS ~ l l ~  
system description has also resulted in a revision to  SA'ELLITE - 
the cost estimates. Current values are compared t o  1.1.1 SATELLITE ENERGV 
the value from the 1977 study in table 8, in 1977 
breakdown structure and separation of indirect 
cost factors from direct outlays. 
dollars. Reasons for significant changes are given in I 1.1.2 SATELLITE CO(*EII TA*NIYIWON SVSTEM the table. The presentation has been rearranged 
1,1,3 from earlier results to reflect the current work I c w r n o ~  
Table 7. Baseline Solar Power Satellite iVomina1 
Mass krnmary 
l m  
42 
EliEnGV COWVtRSOLI 
1 1.1 1 STRUCTVRE 
1.1 1.2 CQJCENTRATORS 
1.1.1.3 SOLAR SLABKET 
1 1 1 4  W E R  OISTRIIIUT1ON b WITCH GEAR 
1.1.1.8 MAINTENANCE 
r m E R  TRAlIISYlrUON 
1.1 2.1 STRUCTURE 
1.1.22 TRANSMITTER m R R A V S  
1 11.1 POWER O I S T R I W T W b  CONOITIOWING 
1.1.2.4 THERMALCONTfiOL 
1.1.2.6 PHASE CONTROL 
1.1.2.0 YAINlE)I*NtE 
1.13.7 MEWANtCAL ~ I N T I I G  
IMFORUATlON MANAGEMEWT b CONTROL 
ATTITUDE CONTROL O STATION KEECItIG 
CMUIuNlCATIONS 
INTERFLCE IENERGV C O N V E R S O W ~ R  
-""NSYlSW)N) 
SUBTOTAL 
GROWTH 6 CONTINGEWV (21%) 
TOTAL 
- 
1 1  SPACE UYISTRWTION AND 
SlJWORT DIRECT 
W T A L  
RECOVERV 
2 l P  REVISE0 EFCICIENCV 
CHAIN. 
1 3  *ACE TR*WYORTATK)I1 
DIRECT 31N.. 
W T A L  
REODVERV I 
1IU 
42 
I 1.4 GROUNDRECEIVII1(ISTATION ZSM 
I 1.6 MGYT AND INTEGRATION I 
CEO &XINSTRUCTlON 
REOUNOAIKV AODEO 
TO MASE CONTROL 
CEO CONSTRUCTION 
GEO CONSTRUCTION 
wtTn EON: REDUCFO 
SATELLITE MASS 
2 2 ~  NEW ALALYSISOF 
- RECTENNA OES~GIJ 
AND CONSIRUCTIOU 
- 
I .INCLUDE0 I N  TOTAL UNU€RCU(TM R C W E R V  B E L W  
I[ TOTAL DIRECT OUTLAYS .a ! -11 i W I T A L  RECOMRV FOR S ? M C  CWSTRUCIION Ms€ UI) T R ~ R T A T l O N  FLEET I - 
'INCLUDE0 I N  TOTAL UNOER CAPITAL RECOVERV BELOW 
"CAPITAL RECOVT-V AND DIRECT WERE NOT SEPARATED IN EARLIER WORK 
Lm~ER~STouRING CONSTRUCTm~ 1 ,' @&zyr  
4.0 SPS PROGRAM EVOLUTION 
G R W H  U I O  CONTINGENCY 
TOTALCMlTAL COtT 13.- 12.421 
Analyses of the programmatic structure of Table 9. SPS Development Phases 
an SPS program have resulted in the multi-sL .p 
approach summarized in table 9. Each step will 
OAlMi0  
1 f C W l C A L  
provide knowledge cnd technical confidence lead- 
ing to a program dec.ision t c  initiate the cext step. 
If the appropriate technical confidence from any 
step is not achieved, then the approach would be 
modified or possibly the program terminated if 
EARLIER FIGURE 
nu, GROWTH 
1RANS)ORTATION 
COST 
major difficulties were encountered. 
The next phase of SPS activities beyond 
the present evaluation phase will be ground-based 
exploratory research. Recommended research 
activities for the beginning of this GBER phase are 
presented in tabir 10. 
Table 10. Reommendations For First Year of Ground-Based Experimental Research 
DISCIPLINE 
SOLAR 
ARRAYS 
THERMAL 
& FLUID 
SYSTEMS 
MICROWAVE 
POWER 
TRANSMISSION 
SF'S 
STRUCTURES 
MATERIALS 
& PROCESSES 
FLIGHT 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 
SPACE 
CONSTRUCTlON 
RESEARCH lTEM 
Begin development of annealable silicon and gdlium arsenide arrays. 
Improve data base on solar celllblanket radiation degradation for long-term use. 
win rcsearch and tests on high-vdtage arraylplasma effects. 
Begin development 31 neat piper and cirwlating systems technology for thermal control of MPTS 
and power processing systems. including zeroq heat transfer and rhermai radiators. 
Study and research tzehniqueshechndogy for in-rpace =-My and repair of fluid systems. 
Begin developmen: of long-life thermal coatings and repair/restorr technology. 
Update thermal engine SPS evaluation (as part ot systems studies). 
Begin development of high-efficiency low-noise klystrons and magnetrons. 
Expand solid state research: oeuices, circuits, radiators, thermal control. power wpply. and 
integration. 
Beginlextmnd experimental investigation and evaluation of phase control technologies. 
Begin experimental evduation o f  rectenna concepts. 
Begin laboratory test programs of transmitter subarray integration. 
Continue integrated structure and control dynamics analyses. 
Begin development ot  structural verification technology. 
Continue/extend critical materials evaluation and accelerated life test technol?gy. 
Begin development of high-temperature composites technology for SPS. 
Begin development of lowcoefficient-of-thermal-expansion RF waveguide technology. 
Explore alloys for thermal engines and heat exchangers. 
Begin development of boding and welding technology. 
Extendidevelop control theorv and algcrithms including active damping. 
Perform design study of data and communicattons systems. 
Continue beam builder technology. 
Extend crew aids and manipi~lator technology. 
Evaluate and tlefirte needs for simuldtor technology. 
- 
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Tsbe 10. RecommMdatkns For First Ymr of Ground-Bd Experimental Remmh (Continuedl 
Technology verification flight experiments 
may be needed to support design of a prototype o r  
developmental SPS. Such flight experiments should 
be sized appropriately t o  early fundins. During the 
prototype drsigr, period, development of produc- 
tion techno!ogy will take place. Space operations 
systems including a prototype production space 
construction base must be developed in order t o  
support the prototype program. Depending on the 
size of the prototype. it may be possible to have a 
late start on  the heavy lift launch vehicle to  spread 
out the space vehicle systems development costs. 
w 
DISCIPLINE 
SPACE 
TRANSPORTA- 
TION 
SPS POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 
ENVIRONMENT 
We have identified the need for an SPS 
prototype. but there is still a major uncertainty in 
how large the prototype should be. It seems clear 
that whatever size prototype is selected. it should 
provide efficient power transfer. if it is a low 
power system. it will nonetheless have a large trans- 
mitter aperture. 
RESEARCH ITEM 
Begin development o f  critical hiqh-power electric populsion technology. 
Explore/t.zgin dcvelopmcnt of r e u d e  LH2 insulation. 
Update SPS transportation system definition (emphasis on H LLV). 
Evaluate and extend high-vdtage insulator techi~dogy. 
Extend high-vdtage lightweight transformer a d  power processor techndogy. 
Analyze SPS power transients and EM1 effects 
Begin technology for SPS power interrupters and circuit breakers. 
Begin technology development for high-volt* cables and insulations. 
I n  additicn to environmental and related research t o  be conducted by DOE, space plasma efff f ts 
and spacecraft charging rerearch should k initiated. 
The major funding requirements arise from 
development from space bases and heavy lift 
launch vehicles. Some cost deferral options exist to  
reduce the peak funding. If commercialization 
proceeds, however, the economic cost of these 
deferrals tends to  exceed their value. 
